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Monthly Commentary from The Formulaic Trending Money Manager

Why is it so much more complicated to invest and retire today compared to 30 years ago?
How might non-emotional formulaic trending hold up over the long-term for patient investors?
Why haven’t cheap oil and gas prices jump-started the economy and stock market yet?
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RAM Score is our patented trending indicator that is utilized within the
Fundamental Focus Series.

One of the highlights of my week is to be one of the “radio
personalities” on our nationally syndicated talk radio show (take a
peek at www.usafinancialradio.com). If you’re a listener, you know
that we enjoy discussions on a myriad of different financial topics,
all of which are centered around planning for a more confident
financial future. During this past weekend’s discussion, we came
to an interesting conclusion about the challenges of today…
“It’s much more difficult to be a savvy investor and to navigate
retirement planning today, than it was 30 years ago.”
I think most people would agree with that statement.
Previously in the USA Financial Trending Report, I’ve shared
with you my thoughts about the investing landscape prior to
the year 2000 and since the year 2000.
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Mapper Score™ represents the number of stocks within a given index
that have met the criteria for ownership consideration within the Technical
Focus Series.

Y2K was a pivotal point in my mind (albeit not because of any
computer glitch). This is when the status-quo for investing
changed from “Buy & Hold” to “Risk Management.” Simply put,
it is our opinion at USA Financial Portformulas that there was a
significant transition that took place in the year 2000 (Y2K), where
market trends became more significant, dramatic, and important.
Just look at the visual of the S&P 500 chart to the left. It’s a
shocking contrast before and after Y2K!
A rearview mirror glance at the past 30+ years in the stock market
makes it somewhat easy to draw the conclusion that something
changed in the year 2000. Since that time, investing has taken on
some considerable complexities. Ironically, it was the bursting of the
tech bubble that ushered in this era of investing complexity. Let’s
face it… things just used to be more simple. Many think that prior
to year 2000, people used to be able to successfully invest on their
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own without such gut-wrenching declines – even in 1987, the year
that encapsulated Black Monday, the market returned +2%. In the
1980’s, it seemed like you could just invest then sit tight and hold
on. This was essentially the birth of “Buy & Hold” as an investment
strategy – which ironically isn’t really a strategy, is it?
But in the 2000’s you couldn’t take the same approach. It was no
longer as easy as getting on the investing train at Station 1982 and
getting off at Station 1997 with more money than you started with.
If you experienced the stock market roller coaster ride post-2000,
you might contend that “Buy & Hold” feels a little more like “Buy
& Hope.” The era of Risk Management is upon us. Today’s stock
market has trends (bulls & bears) and we believe risk management
tools such as our RAM® Score formula (see page 5 highlighting the
details) may help investors navigate such trends.
But even still, things just used to be simpler…

Back Then

VS.

Here & Now

In 1985, retirees relied on Social
Security for an average 65% of
their income.

In 2016, it’s just 27%. 1

In 1980, 46% of private-sector
workers were covered by a
pension plan.

In 2016, it’s just 19%. 1

In 1985, men were expected
to live 14 years into retirement,
women 19 years.

In 2016, it’s men at 26 years and
women 29 years. 1

In 1981, there were 5,067 listed
company stocks.

In 2015, it’s 3,700. 2

In 1981, there were 665 mutual
funds.

In 2014, it’s 7,923. 3

In 1993, there was 1 exchange
traded fund (ETF).

In 2014, it’s 1,411. 3

In 1985, the average 1-year CD
rate was 11.5%. 4

In 2016, it’s 1.12% 5

In 1985, there was 1 website
domain name. 6

In 2015, it’s 294 million. 7

Isn’t it interesting that in 1981, when there were over 5,000 listed
stocks on US exchanges, we had only 665 mutual funds?
And yet now we have over twice as many mutual funds as we
have stocks to put in them? How’s that for a head-scratching
conundrum? More choice is a good thing, right? Many feel that
investing today is like a multiple choice test with thousands of
potential answers.
But then again, with complexity, certain things have actually
become simpler…
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Think about this… in 1985 the most popular computing device
was the Commodore. The instant camera of the time was the
Polaroid, while Fuji was busy pioneering the “digital camera.” You
may recall that the most popular music device was the Sony
Walkman, and the video game market was being dominated by
the original Nintendo. The only GPS solution available was the
Texas Instruments TI 4100, offered by the same company whose
calculator sat on the desk of millions of Americans. The number
one choice for telling time was the ever-popular Timex watch that
could be found on the wrists of countless Americans. And finally,
the most popular mobile phone (a Nokia Talkman weighing in at 11
pounds), served one purpose… to make phone calls.
These nine, separate devices of 1985 – some portable, others not
so much– are all features found in even the most basic of smart
phones today. (As a side note, it’s the Samsung Galaxy and Apple
iPhone that are duking it out for most popular).
The point I’m making by having fun with the smartphone
phenomenon is that today we carry information and
communication “horsepower” in our pockets. This is a gamechanging phenomenon for society – in many ways powerfully
beneficial – but candidly, I see it as a dangerous development
for most individual investors.
Why?
Because the 24/7 economic and stock market connectivity fuels
human emotion more than it fuels anything else. In the 1980’s,
most people checked their investments once per quarter. Today,
it is not uncommon for people to check once per hour. It creates
inner-turmoil. People are emotional beings and such non-stop
bombardment of information magnifies our emotions (which is
really bad for investors).
This is why I purposefully insulate myself.
Honestly, I don’t even check my own Portformulas accounts but a
few times per year. Why not, you might wonder? Because from my
point of view, while the Portformulas models I own are invested in
stocks, it’s not the stocks that I “bought.” What I “bought” was the
formulaic criteria of the Portformulas model(s) I selected. That’s
the real purchase (or investment) I made. I don’t honestly care
1 February 16, 2016, Market Watch, “How retirement has changed in the last 30 years”.
2 June 24, 2015, Bloomberg View, “Where have all the public companies gone?”.
3 Investment Company Institute, “2015 Investment Company Fact Book”.
4 Bankrate.com, “CD Rates History 1984-2013”.

5 February 18, 2016, Bankrate.com, “CD rate averages”.

6 March 15, 2010, Wired, “March 15, 1985: Dot-com revolution starts with a whimper”.

7 July 2, 2015, Enterprise Networking Planet, “Domain names top 294 million in 2015”.
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what stocks I own at any given point. That’s just a byproduct of the formulaic criteria and risk-management technique I chose when I
invested in the Portformulas model(s).
As the earlier S&P 500 chart illustrates, we are currently in the era of Risk Management. As such, I’m much more concerned that I have
employed risk management tools properly, so that I can let go of my emotions and allow the tools to simply do what they need to do over
time. The market will always go up and down. Growth does not come in a straight line.
Earlier I mentioned RAM® Score. Look below to see what happens if one simply applied our formulaic trending to the S&P 500…
Meaning when RAM® Score goes negative (red), then one was to just move out of the market and into “cash.” And when RAM® Score is
positive (green), then one was to just follow along with the S&P 500.
S&P 500 with RAM® Score:

Blue Line = S&P 500 going to Cash when RAM Score is negative
Black Line = S&P 500 as normal		

Red Area = RAM Score calculation negative
Green Area = RAM Score calculation positive

Quite a difference huh? That’s the long-term power of formulaic trending when you do not let emotion get the best of you. (Keep in
mind that the S&P 500 is an index and you cannot directly invest in any index, but there are index funds and ETFs meant to mimic
the S&P 500.)
Thanks for your continued trust in Portformulas!
Mike Walters, CEO
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BONUS TOPIC:		
I’ll now change gears and finish with an entirely different (yet related) discussion…
I’ve received a number of questions since the beginning of the year regarding my thoughts on oil prices and their effect on the
economy. Some people argue that “low oil prices” are bad for the economy, yet others argue it should be good for the economy. And
they are both correct. Oil has a bit of a teeter-totter effect. It can both help or hurt as opposing forces weigh against each other.
1.

LOW OIL PRICES BAD: We are becoming more and more a global economy and when struggles occur in any corner
of the globe, we tend to feel it (at least to a certain degree) here in the US. As such, oil rich countries are experiencing
dramatic slowdowns and even shrinking economies. Some are becoming high risks for default. I recently read that emerging
economies make up almost 40% of the global GDP – of which many are the oil rich countries.

2.

LOW OIL PRICES GOOD: Cheap oil means cheap gasoline. In the US, we are built upon consumer spending. Therefore, the
theory is that cheap gasoline frees up money for more consumer spending. One would further assume advantages for many
other non-oil industries in cheaper production costs, initiating better margins, more capital investment, more hiring, etc. In practice,
however, these effects have been muted as of late. People and businesses are thought to be sitting on cash. Most economists
seem to think that consumers and businesses aren’t fully convinced low oil/gas prices are here to stay so the increased savings
at the pump have yet to transition into spending dollars and begin to flow in the economy as many had anticipated. Meaning, the
current benefit of low oil prices has not been fully recognized as expected, and may or may not pick up steam if oil remains low.
But the potential is there.

3.

LOW OIL PRICES BAD: In direct connection to #2 above, it seems that (anticipated) increased spending has not offset the
decline in energy-related investments. Meaning that oil related investments, such as drilling equipment, etc., plus other potential
energy investments (wind, coal, solar, natural gas, etc.) decline as oil cheapens because cheaper oil means less demand for
alternative fuels and energy. It was reported that this effect subtracted about 0.5% off US economic growth during the first half of
2015 (that’s a bunch for an economy growing 2-3% per year).
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RAM® Score
Overview

This data is used within the
Fundamental Focus Series
investment strategies.

u RAM® Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline which allows for
correlation between these multiple indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM® Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM®
Score means odds are stacked in favor of equity investments while a negative RAM® Score means odds are stacked against equity investments.
v Fundamental Focus Series investment strategies use RAM® Score plus qualitative & quantitative qualification criteria to select targeted holdings across multiple
indexes. Investing Note: We believe there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. The RAM® Score identifies what we view as the trends
or “changing seasons”. And then the Fundamental Focus Series seeks to act upon such trends and only own the stocks that meet our qualification criteria.
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Mapper Score™
Overview

This data is used within
the Technical Focus Series
investment strategies.

w Mapper Score™ is a proprietary “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic components of the underlying stocks represented within an index.
It identifies certain strengths of individual stocks contained within an index and tracks how many meet minimum requirements. As a trending tool, we believe
that the higher the percentage of qualifying stocks, the greater the strength of the overall index.
x Technical Focus Series investment strategies use Mapper Score™ plus momentum & technical qualification criteria to select targeted holdings within
a single index. Investing Note: We do not believe that all stocks within an index are automatically worthy of ownership. The Mapper Score™ illustrates
how many stocks we view as “worthy of consideration” within each index. And then the Technical Focus Series seeks to only own the stocks that meet our
qualification criteria.
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y Portformula® investment strategies & scoring mechanisms do not guarantee that the markets will increase when scores are strong or decrease when the
scores are weak. But we believe the long term correlation may be valuable for investing… Combining the trending features of RAM ® Score & Mapper Score™
with our intricate Fundamental & Technical Focus Formulaic Investing™ Strategies results in a uniquely logical approach to investing that is exclusively
available through Portformulas ®.

Please note that there are a number of important disclosures that must be considered before investing in Portformulas. Please read the
information and disclosures contained in Portformulas’ hypothetical carefully before investing. Any performance figures referenced herein are
hypothetical and are not indicative of future results. Purchases and sales of securities within Portformulas’ various strategies may be made
without regard to how long you have been invested which could result in tax implications.
RAM Score and Mapper Score General Disclosures
The RAM Score and Mapper Score illustrations do not represent any particular Portformula strategy nor are they intended to recommend any
Portformula strategy or the RAM Score feature. The information contained herein simply attempts to illustrate how our firm’s RAM Score feature
and Mapper Score operate. The RAM Score feature can be applied to many Portformula models at no additional cost. The Mapper Score is
simply an analytical informational tool.
RAM Score was not developed until January 2010. Prior to January 2010, clients were utilizing RAM Score’s predecessor, RAM. Clients
utilizing RAM may have had different results than those reflected above. RAM Score movement prior to 2010 is hypothetical and based on
retroactive application of RAM Score’s indicators to market and economic conditions existing at the time. Portformulas was not managing
assets prior to 2007.
It is important to understand that RAM Score is only a tool designed to assist our firm’s management of your account. RAM Score does not
guarantee any specific results or performance and even with RAM Score on your account, it is possible that your account will lose value.
RAM Score moves assets into or out of the market based on various economic and market indicators. It is possible that the market will move
positively while you are not invested or negatively while you are invested, resulting in losses. Any Portformula strategy may underperform or
produce negative results.
Just because Portformulas maps a stock does not mean that the stock will be held in a model. Client accounts may hold fewer stocks than
those referenced in the Mapper Score illustration. Mapper Score has no impact on performance.
The RAM Score illustration utilizes the S&P 500 index because it is a well‐known index and provides a recognizable frame of reference. The
Mapper Score analysis uses the referenced indices because they are relevant comparisons across certain Portformula models. The indices
referenced herein are not publicly available investment vehicles and cannot be purchased. Furthermore, none of the indices referenced herein
have endorsed Portformulas in any way.
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